
Association Management Software

"Best AMS - Seriously, 
don't waste your time 

looking at anyone else"
-Pamela Schroeder, Deputy

 Executive VP, American Society 
for Surgery of the Hand 

Click 
to see 

features

"Best decision we 
have ever made" 
-Casey Hayes, Salesforce 

Administrator, LeadingAge  "Powerful, flexible and 
easy to use for both staff 

and our constituents"
-Mark Kibble, Senior Technology 

Manager, American Ceramic Society 



360-Degree View
View everything about your constituent (organization or individual) on a single page

Engagement 
scoring

Badges 
earned

Constituent 
can have 
multiple

affiliations

360-Degree View
View everything about your constituent (organization or individual) on a single page



Simple and Powerful Order Processing
Accounting and orders made easy with step by step wizards

Multi-entity 
processing

Variable 
pricing



Actionable Business Intelligence
Easily create dashboards and reports without IT help

Mark your 
favorites

Available on 
mobile too!

Schedule 
and distribute 

reports
Reports are 
easy to build 
and can be 
displayed in 
dashboards



Drag-and-Drop Reports
Easily build, share and manage reports for your organization

Use cross 
filters for more 
advanced query 

logic
Use cross 

filters for more 
advanced 

query logic

Save report 
to favorites



Member Experience
Empower constituents to engage more with your association

Use cross 
filters for more 
advanced query 

logic

Scheduled 
payments

Engagement



Robust eCommerce Capabilities
Drive non-dues revenue - store, donations and more

Use cross 
filters for more 
advanced query 

logic

Donations 
can be set to 
be recurring

Cross-sell 
recommended 

products



Save Time with Easy & Fast Payments
Easy and flexible payments with scheduled, installment, and automatic payments

Use cross 
filters for more 
advanced query 

logic

Guest 
Payer

Express pay 
with a unique 
payment URL



Slide1

Automate Anything
Streamline processes and tasks through point and click configuration

Automate 
processes 

with multiple 
steps

Time-
based 
actions



Beautifully Branded Microsites
Excite constituents with engaging event or donation sites

Blended with 
eCommerce

Leverages 
Salesforce 

Communities



Artificial Intelligence (AI) for All
Salesforce Einstein makes member predictions easy

Automate 
processes 

with multiple 
steps

Time-based 
actions

Point and 
click wizard

Make predictions such as, 
“Who is likely to renew their membership?” or “ Who is likely to attend the event?”



N
im

ble Co m muniti
es

Nimble AMS exclusive tools to help you with 
reports, integrations, and collaboration.


